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For more than two decades, teaching and research within the Maxwell School of Syracuse University have reflected a strong concern with the world outside our national borders. The contemporary crises in world population, food, and energy have served to dramatize anew the interdependence of nations and regions, and the importance of external events and forces. The Foreign and Comparative Studies Program, created in 1975 by the unification of existing programs in East African, Latin American, South Asian, and Soviet and East European Studies, reflects the Maxwell School’s continuing awareness of the imperative for attention to developments and circumstances outside the United States. The Program maintains the resources and activities associated with each of the earlier area programs. It also encompasses foreign area interests of a broadly comparative nature without focus on a specific geographical region, and those not formerly represented in the earlier, regional programs.

The Foreign and Comparative Studies Publications are a central part of the Program’s activities. Currently included are an African Series, a South Asian Series, and a Latin American Series. These constitute a medium for publishing manuscripts of a length greater than that of a journal article, but less than usual book length. Other materials, such as symposia papers, are occasionally included. Manuscripts are published on many aspects of the historical, social, cultural, economic, and political institutions relevant to the peoples of the areas within the Program’s scope. Scholars are invited to submit manuscripts for consideration in these series.
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